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• Several X-ray structures of DNAs display
dual-base flipped-out conformation.

• We investigate thepenalty for dual base-
flipping of cytosines in hemimethylated
CpG.

• We find facilitation of the base-flipping
when the other cytosine is extra-helical.

• This is demonstrated for, both, unbound
and protein-bound DNAs.
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Simultaneous flipped-out conformation of two neighboring bases on opposite strands of DNAs has beenobserved
in several X-ray structures. It has also been detected for two cytosines on opposite strands in different contexts
of CpG sites. In this paper, we study by MD simulations the dual base flipping of the two cytosines in hemi-
methylated CpG site. We calculate the potential of mean force of flipping-out the unmethylated cytosine in
three model systems. The first is for DNA bound to the regulatory protein UHRF1. In this case, the methyl-
cytosine on the complementary strand is flipped-out into the binding pocket of the SRA domain of the protein.
The other two systems are for unbound DNAs in which the methyl-cytosine is either intra-helical or extra-
helical. We find that when the methyl-cytosine is flipped-out it is easier to flip-out the other (unmethylated)
cytosine on the opposite strand by about 14–16 kJ/mol. This lower penalty for dual-base flipping is observed
for both the bound and unbound states of the DNA. Analyses of the hydrogen bond network and stacking inter-
actions within the CpG site indicate that the lower penalty is due to stabilization of the dual-base flipped-out
conformation via interactions involving the orphan guanines. The results presented in this paper suggest that
the extra-helical conformation of the methyl-cytosine recognized by UHRF1 can facilitate the base-flipping
process of the target cytosine to be methylated by Dnmt1.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Base flipping is a process in which a nucleotide breaks its pairing
with the base on the complementary strand and rotates away from
the double-helix axis. This extra-helical conformation of the base is
associated with the loss of Watson–Crick hydrogen bonds and the
π-stacking interactions. Thus, if base-flipping takes place in solution it
is accompanied by a substantial free energy penalty [1–7]. However,
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several crucial processes in the cell, such as catalysis and recognition,
utilize the flipped-out conformation of a specific base. To render
the base-flipping a favorable event, the enzyme or the regulatory
protein establishes extensive interactions with the DNA. These inter-
actions include strong, Watson–Crick type, hydrogen bonds between
the flipped-out base and the binding pocket of the protein. In some
cases, the lost π-stackings are compensated by similar interactions
that are established between the flipped-out base and aromatic
amino-acids of the protein. Furthermore, the lost hydrogen bonds of
the orphan base on the complementary strand can also be compensated
by hydrogen bonds with a domain of the protein that intrudes the
double helix. Examples of extra-helical conformation of a nucleotide
in DNA-enzyme complexes can be found in cytosine [8] and adenine
[9,10] methyltransferases, thymine-dimer [11,12] and 8-oxoguanine
[13] repair enzymes, uracil-DNA glycosylase [14] and endonuclease IV
[15]. Furthermore, flipped-out bases can participate in RNA splicing
and ribozyme reactions [16,17], in maintaining epigenetic marks
[18–21] and in signaling the termination of mitochondrial transcription
[22].

Base flipping is observed not only by binding to a protein but also
for DNA double-helices free in solutions. The latter have been pre-
dominantly studied by NMR imino proton exchange [23–28]. In these
cases, however, the stability of the flipped-out base is very low (the life-
time is on the order of nanoseconds) as evidenced by small values
(around 10−6–10−7) of the equilibrium constant for the opening
process. The life-time of the flipped-in state correlates with the strength
of the interaction between the paired bases. Within the canonical
B-DNA structure, the life-time of a G:C base pair (10–50 ms) is found
to be about 10 times longer than that for an A:T base pair (1–5 ms).
For the same reason, base-flipping is more probable for mismatched
or damaged bases than for the usual base pairs [29,3,30–33] and nucle-
otides in RNA bulges exhibit larger propensity for base-flipping than
bases that are paired [3,4,34,35]. Additional factors that influence the
stability of the flipped-out conformation are chemical modifications of
the bases. For example, derivatives of adenine and cytosine tethering
a phenyl or naphthyl group exhibit larger propensity for extra-helical
conformations relative to the unmodified nucleotides [36] whereas
methylation of cytosine at position 5 suppresses base-flipping [7]. In
the latter, it was found that the smaller propensity for flipping-out the
modified bases is due to larger energetic penalty for the extra-helical
conformation rather than stronger base-pairing in the flipped-in state.
It is argued that the tendency of a base-pair to open is only moderately
dependent on the sequence of the DNA [37]. However, sequences of
A-tracts are known to retard the opening rate of thymine [25,38],
whereas, tracts of G:C base-pairs accelerate the opening rate of guanine
[39].

Base-flipping is crucial for repairing damaged bases of the DNA
because the repairing enzymes perform their catalytic activity while
the damaged base is in its extra-helical conformation. One type of
damage bases is induced by the radiation of ultraviolet light on two
adjacent pyrimidine bases. This initiates a photochemical reaction in
which covalent bonds between the two bases are formed. In the repair
process of this pyrimidine dimer, both bases flip-out into the active
site of the repair enzyme [11,40–42] and it is often also accompanied
by the base-flipping of at least one of the orphan purines on the comple-
mentary strand. This simultaneous flip-out conformation of two bases
on opposite strands, which is sometimes termed ‘dual base-flipping’,
is not only limited to pyrimidine dimers but has also been observed in
the interrogation of other types of damaged bases [43].

Base-flipping is also an important process in the establishment
and/or maintenance of DNA methylation. In particular, dual base-
flipping has been observed in the X-ray structure of the enzyme
Dnmt1 complexed to a hemimethylated DNA strand containing the
sequence mCGC base-paired to GfCG (mC denotes 5-methylcytosine
and fC denotes 5-fluorocytosine) [44]. In this case, two cytosines, the
third and the middle on the complementary strand, adopt extra-

helical conformations. As a consequence, the two orphan guanines
interact with each other by forming a hydrogen bond between their
purine bases (O6 of the middle guanine accepts a hydrogen from N2
of the third guanine on the complementary strand). This interaction is
likely to reduce the penalty for the dual extra-helical conformation.
Furthermore, in another study the protein SUVH5has beendemonstrat-
ed to bind 5mC-containing DNA duplexes in a ratio of 2:1 by a dual flip-
out mechanism [45]. These DNA double-strands were characterized by
one of the following contexts: hemimethylated CG, fullymethylated CG,
or methylated CHH (where H = A, T, or C) sites. In these bindings, both
the 5mC and a base (C, 5mC, or G, respectively) from the partner strand
are simultaneously extruded from theDNAduplex andpositionedwith-
in the binding pockets of individual SRA (SET and RING-associated) do-
mains of two SUVH5 units.

The protein SUVH5 is unique in the sense that it can bindmethylated
DNA in several different contexts. In contrast, other proteins with SRA
methyl-binding domain bind very specific DNA sequences. For example,
the regulatory protein UHRF1 (ubiquitin-like, containing PHD and RING
finger domains 1) binds with very high specificity hemimethylated CG
(fromhereof, CpG) sites [46–49]. This recognition is essential to the epi-
genetic machinery for maintaining the DNA methylation patterns. In
binding to a hemimethylated CpG site, the recognized methylcytosine
flips-out of theDNA into the SRA domain of UHRF1 [18–21]. To compen-
sate for the loss of the Watson–Crick hydrogen bonds of the partner
guanine, a domain of the protein (NKR) intrudes into the DNA double-
helix and forms several hydrogen bonds with this orphan base. UHRF1
binds also the N-terminal domain of Dnmt1 and, therefore, guides the
latter to methylate the proper target cytosine on the complementary
strand. The catalytic reaction by Dnmt1 also involves the base-flipping
of the target cytosine. It is not yet known whether the binding of
Dnmt1 occurs before or after URHF1 unbinds the DNA. However, if the
binding of Dnmt1 occurs after UHRF1 dissociates from the DNA and
the methylcytosine is flipped-in there is the possibility that Dnmt1
can slide along the DNA and lose the positioning of the target cytosine.
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that at least the methylcytosine, recog-
nized by UHRF1, is in extra-helical conformation when Dnmt1 induces
the base-flipping of the target cytosine, i.e., a dualflipped-out conforma-
tion of the two cytosines of the CpG site.

In this paper, we calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) of
flipping-out the target cytosine while the methylcytosine on the com-
plementary strand is flipped-out into the binding pocket of UHRF1.
The results are then compared to the PMF of flipping the same target
cytosine in unbounded DNAs, when the methylcytosine on the com-
plementary strand is either flipped-in or flipped-out. We find that
the penalty for flipping-out the target cytosine is smaller when the
methylcytosine on the complementary strand is also flipped-out,
whether the DNA is bound or unbound to UHRF1. The reason for the
smaller penalty is a stabilization of the dual-base flipped-out conforma-
tion. In the unbound case, this stabilization results from intra-DNA
hydrogen bonds one of the orphan guanines forms with the backbone
of the opposite strand, as well as, by stacking interactions between the
two purine bases. In the bound case, the stabilization is a consequence
of direct orwater-bridged hydrogen bonds between Asn489 and the or-
phan guanine or the backbone atoms on the complementary strand to
which the target cytosine is connected to. The results presented in this
paper suggest that the flipped-out conformation of the methyl-
cytosine recognized by UHRF1 can facilitate the base-flipping process
of the target cytosine to be methylated by Dnmt1.

2. Methods

The sequence of the model DNA used in this study is
GGGCCmCGCAGGGwhich is base-paired to the complementary strand,
CCCTGCGGGCCC. We investigate the base-flipping of the cytosine base
C7′ (numbers with the prime symbol indicate numbering of the
complementary strand starting from the 3′-end) which is part of a
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hemi-methylated CpG site (boldfaced letters in the sequences above).
This DNA dodecamer is simulated either bound to the regulatory pro-
tein UHRF1 or free in solution. The base-flipping processes are investi-
gated by the construction of PMFs (see below). In the DNA–UHRF1
complex, the nucleotide that is recognized, mC6, flips-out of the DNA
helix into the binding pocket of the SRA domain of UHRF1, and there-
fore, we constructed the base-opening process of C7′ in the bound
state under this condition. In the unbound state, the calculation of the
PMF is performed when mC6 is in a flipped-in conformation, as well
as, when it is extra-helical. In Fig. 1 we illustrate these three model
systems.

The DNA sequence indicated above is taken from the crystallograph-
ic structure of the bound state (Protein Data Bank accession code: 3CLZ)
where the SRA domain contains 204 amino acids [18]. From the differ-
ent X-ray structures deposited we chose the model with the lowest
number of missing atoms. The missing atoms, eight in number belong-
ing to three lysine residues,were then built by the software PyMOL [50].

The side-chains of arginine and lysine were protonated whereas those
of glutamate and aspartatewere deprotonated. Histidinewas simulated
in its neutral form in which the δ-position was protonated because this
tautomer exhibits a slightly larger pKa value [51]. Asp469 located at the
binding pocket of the SRA domain and interactingwith the extra-helical
mC6 was simulated in its protonated form. This is because the distance
in the X-ray structure between one of its carboxylate oxygens and N3 of
methylcytosine suggests the presence of a proton either on the oxygen
or on the nitrogen. Quantum mechanical calculations indicate that the
proton is more likely to reside on the carboxylate group [52] and, there-
fore, we considered Asp469 to be protonated. TheN and the C termini of
the protein were taken to be protonated and deprotonated, respective-
ly. The assignment of these protonation states to the amino acid
residues yielded a net charge of +7 e for the protein. In addition, the
dodecamer double-stranded DNA contributes a charge of −22 e due
to the phosphate groups. All these charges were neutralized by 7
chlorides and 22 sodium cations added at random positions in the
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Fig. 1.Base-flipping of a cytosine base, C7′ (denoted in green), in hemi-methylatedCpG siteswith different conformations and bound states. In (A), the CpG site is unboundand themethy-
cytosine on the complementary strand, mC6, is flipped-in and base-paired to G6′. In (B), the CpG site is also unbound, however, mC6 is flipped-out. In (C), the CpG site is bound to UHRF1
and the recognized base, mC6, is flipped-out into the binding pocket of the protein. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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simulation box. The oxygen atoms ofwaters given in theX-ray structure
(124 in total) were built into water molecules. The dimensions of the
cubic simulation box were determined by a minimum distance of
0.8 nm between the DNA-protein complex and each of the box edges.
The system was then solvated by additional waters resulting in a total
of 10,510 water molecules.

The initial structure for the simulations in which the DNA is free in
solution was an ideal B-DNA double helix conformation built using the
PREDICTOR software [53]. In this case, the negative charge of the DNA
was neutralized by 22 sodium cations and the system solvated by
8356 water molecules (which resulted from imposing the 0.8 nmmin-
imum distance between the DNA and the box edge). A starting confor-
mation in which mC6 is also flipped-out was taken from previous
simulations in which a pseudo-dihedral angle, θmC6, is defined by the
coordinates of the atoms C4(C6)–P(C6)–P(G7)–C2(G7) [7]. Tomaintain
the extra-helical position ofmC6 during the PMF calculations of flipping
C7′, we applied a restraining force on θmC6 in these simulations with a
magnitude of 3000 kJ/(mol·nm2).

The DNAwas represented by the parmbsc0 force-field [54], the pro-
tein by the AMBER-99SB force-field [55] and thewatermolecules by the
TIP3P model [56]. The partial charges of the 5-methyl-cytosine, which
are not available in the parmbsc0 (or in AMBER-99) force-field, were
taken from the work of Rauch et al. [57]. These charges were obtained
from an ab-initio calculation using the Restrained ElectroStatic Potential
(RESP) charge fitting procedure [58].

The molecular dynamics package GROMACS [59] version 4.5.5 was
used to perform all simulations, with a time step of 0.002 ps and period-
ic boundary conditions applied in all three dimensions. The electrostatic
forces were evaluated by the Particle-Mesh-Ewaldmethod [60,61] with
a real-space cutoff of 1.0 nm, grid spacing of 0.12 nm, and quadratic
interpolation. The Lennard-Jones forces were calculated using a 1.0 nm
cutoff. The simulations employed the velocity rescaling thermostat
[62], with a coupling time of 0.1 ps, tomaintain a constant temperature
of 300 K. In addition, the Berendsen barostat [63]with a compressibility
of 5 · 10−5 1/bar and a coupling time of 1.0 ps was also employed to
maintain the system at a constant isotropic pressure of 1 bar. Water
bond distances and angles were constrained using the SETTLE algo-
rithm [64], whereas the distances of the protein and DNA covalent
bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [65].

The preparatory steps for all three systems include energy min-
imization using the steepest descent algorithm followed by a 2 ns
simulation in which the positions of the DNA and protein heavy atoms
were restrained by a harmonic potential with a force constant of
1000 kJ/(mol·nm2). Then, a 10 ns of unrestrained simulation was
performed. The configurations emerged from these simulations were
used as an input for subsequent slow-growth simulations. The slow-
growth simulations were performed to prepare a series of starting
conformations for the PMF in which C7′ is characterized by different
base-opening angles. To induce the base-flipping of C7′ we define
another pseudo-dihedral angle, θC7′ , by the position of the atoms
C4(C7′)–P(C7′)–P(G6′)–C2(G6′). This dihedral angle was changed in
105 steps (200 ps) from 0° to ±180° using a restrained potential of
4000 kJ/(mol·nm2). To ensure that the base-flipping process of C7′ does
not disrupt the base-pairing hydrogen bonds between the base-pairs
above (C8:G8′) and below (mC6:G6′), we applied in this preparatory
stage position restraints, with a force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol·nm2) on
the heavy atoms that are associatedwith theseWatson–Crick hydrogen
bonds. However, in all of the PMF calculations these position restraints
were removed.

The reaction coordinate for flipping C7′ out of the double-helix is de-
fined by the pseudo-dihedral, θC7′ , described above. This base-opening
anglewas changed from0° to±180° via 25θC7′ points in each direction.
Negative and positive values of θC7′ represent opening via the major-
and minor-grooves of the DNA, respectively. For each θC7′ point the
starting configuration was taken from the slow-growth simulations,
equilibrated for 5 ns and then data collected for additional 45 ns.

Different base-opening angles correspond to different values of the cou-
pling parameter λ and the reported values are averages at each λ-point
over the data-collection segment of the trajectory. The average force
needed to restrain θ to a particular value (using a force constant of
3000 kJ/(mol·nm2)), i.e. 〈∂H/∂λ〉, is then integrated as a function of λ
to obtain the PMF. At λ-points in which 〈∂H/∂λ〉 did not exhibit a
smooth curve we extended the simulations up to 80 ns and/or added
up to four λ-points in each direction of the base-opening. As the PMF
represents only relative values, it was shifted such that the free energy
of the equilibrium flipped-in state corresponds to zero.

The estimation of the errors of the free energy changes for base-
flipping was obtained from [66],

δΔG ¼
"Xλ¼1

λeq

δ ∂H=∂λ
� �� �2#1=2

; ð1Þ

where δ〈∂H/∂λ〉 is the error in determining the average force at each
λ-point, and λeq is the value of λ that corresponds to the equilibrium
flipped-in state. The value of δ〈∂H/∂λ〉 at each λ-point was evaluated
by the block averaging method [67]. To increase sampling and to
allow small magnitude fluctuations, the analyses of the structural prop-
erties including the calculation of hydrogen bonds of the intra-helical
and extra-helical states included the smallest four and the largest four
λ-points along the reaction coordinate, respectively.

Note that because the simulations applied in this work is only at the
classical mechanics level, the stacking of the DNA bases observed is not
due to the interactions between the delocalized π-electrons of the
aromatic rings, but a result of direct and solvent-induced (hydrophobic)
interactions (electrostatic and Lennard-Jones). Nevertheless, hereafter
we maintain the terminology and describe the piling of the bases on
top of each other as stacking.

3. Results and discussion

The potentials ofmean force of flipping-out C7′ for the three systems
shown in Fig. 1 are displayed in Fig. 2. Flipping pathways via, both, the
major-and minor-grooves were performed. In Table 1 we extract the
penalty in the free energy when C7′ adopts an extra-helical conforma-
tion in these three systems. In principle, thepenalties for these complete
flipped-out conformations, jθC7′ j ¼ �180� , obtained via both routes
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Fig. 2. The potentials of mean force of flipping-out C7′ as a function of the base-opening
angle of this nucleotide under the three different setups shown in Fig. 1. The black and
the red curves correspond to unbound DNAs in which mC6 is intra-helical and extra-
helical, respectively. The green curve corresponds to a DNA that is bound to the protein
UHRF1, a complex that is characterized by an extra-helical conformation of mC6. Positive
values of thebase-openingangle,θC7′ , correspond toflippingvia theminor-groove,whereas
negative values correspond to flipping via the major-groove. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to color in thisfigure legend, the reader is referred to thewebversion of this article.)
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should be the same. The discrepancies we observe are withmagnitudes
of up to 5.8 kJ/mol and they are all within the estimated errors. It is clear
that it is harder to flip-out C7′whenmC6 is intra-helical comparedwith
the case when mC6 is extra-helical. The lower free energy change for
flipping-out C7′ when mC6 is also flipped-out is true, both, when the
DNA is unbound (free in solution) and when it is bound to UHRF1.
The decrease in ΔGbf−C7′ (averaged over both pathways) is 16.0 and
13.7 kJ/mol, respectively.

For the case inwhich the DNAs are free in solution (unbound states),
the shapes of the PMFs suggest that the free energy barriers for flipping
C7′ via the major- and minor-grooves are comparable when mC6 is
flipped-out, whereas, they exhibit a slight preference for opening via
the major-groove when mC6 is flipped-in. Previous studies in the liter-
ature reported either no preference for base-flipping via these two
routes [68,1,2] (argued to be a result of the relatively small size of the
pyrimidine base) or a preference for flipping via the major-groove
path [5–7]. However, when the DNA is bound to UHRF1, Fig. 2 suggests
that flipping via the minor-groove path is preferred (due to smaller
barriers for crossing from the equilibrium intra-helical state). The
reason for this is that in the minor-groove path a local minimum is
observed at around θC7′ = 85°. This minimum is a result of an intra-
strand hydrogen bond between the partially flipped-out C7′, oriented
parallel to the DNA double-helix axis, and the thymine base at position
9′. More specifically, the NH2 (i.e., N4) group of C7′ donates a hydrogen
to O2 of T9′. A snapshot exhibiting this hydrogen bond is given in Fig. S1
in the Supporting Information.

This type of intra-strand hydrogen bond formed by C7′ in a parallel
to the helix orientation is not unique only for the DNA-UHRF1 complex
but was also observed for the unbound DNA, in both conformations of
mC6, at around the same base-opening angle. In these cases, the NH2

group of C7′ can also donate the hydrogen to other acceptors, such as
the phosphate group or the amine group of G8′ and N3 of G10. For the
DNA free in solution when mC6 is flipped-out the corresponding local
minimum is shallow. Similar local minima were also observed in some
of the major-groove paths but they are less pronounced. The stabiliza-
tion of a partially-opened base via an intra-strand hydrogen bond in
the minor-groove path has been seen by previous computational stud-
ies of flipping-out a cytosine base in unbound DNA [69,7].

3.1. Stabilization of the dual-base flipped-out conformation

Why is it easier to flip-out C7′ when the methyl-cytosine, mC6, is
also flipped-out compared with the case when the latter is flipped-in?
In principle, when C7′ adopts an extra-helical conformation the losses
of the base-pairing hydrogen bonds and the stacking (hydrophobic)
interactions are the same in both cases and one does not expect to
find any difference in the penalties for base-flipping. The analyses we
performed (see below) indicate that the reason for the lower penalties
is due to excess stabilization of the DNA conformation when both
cytosines are flipped-out (dual base-flipping). However, this excess
stabilization is driven by different factors for the unbound and bound
(to UHRF1) systems.

First we address the lower penalty for opening C7′ when mC6 is
flipped-out in the unbound case. In the dual flipped-out conformation
the two guanines, G7 and G6′, are no longer base-paired. Assuming
that the formation of an intra-DNA hydrogen bond in aqueous solution
is associated with a net gain in free energy, then the loss of theWatson–
Crick pairing also contributes (in addition to the loss of the stacking
of the bases) to the penalty of the flipped-out state. To check whether
these orphan guanines interact with each other we calculate in
Table 2 the average (over the data collection segment of the trajectory)
number of hydrogen bonds between the two nucleotides decomposed
into contributions from different parts of each nucleotide. The results
indicate there is an excess of 1.3 intra-DNA hydrogen bonds which
almost entirely arises from the hydrogen bonds one of the orphan
guanines forms with either the phosphate or the sugar group of the
second guanine on the complementary strands. In particular, the nega-
tively charged oxygen atoms of the phosphate group or the oxygen
atoms of the sugars attached to the phosphate accept a hydrogen
from the NH2 (i.e. N2) or NH (N1) groups of the guanine base on the
complementary strands. Examples of these interactions are given by
two instantaneous conformations of the DNA double helix in the dual
flipped-out state shown in Fig. 3. The interactions in the first structure
(A and C) includes a hydrogen bond between the NH2 group of G6′
and the oxygen of phosphate of G7, as well as, stacking of the purine
rings of the two orphan guanines. The ability of the two guanine bases
to stack onto each other is due to the loss of their base-pairing which
allows larger conformational change. In the second structure (B and
D) there are two hydrogen bonds; the NH2 and the NH groups of G7
donate hydrogens to the oxygen of G6′ and G5′ sugar groups. However,
there is no interaction due to the stacking of the bases. The results
shown in Table 2 indicate that G7 and G6′ nucleotides can play the
role of either the acceptor or the donor. The difference in the number
of hydrogen bonds in each case is likely to be insignificant. Further
analysis indicates that the probability to find the simultaneous ex-
istence of two hydrogen bonds in which each of the bases of G7
and G6′ donates a hydrogen to the sugar/phosphate groups on the
corresponding complementary strand is small. Note that also the num-
ber of hydrogen bonds between the bases of the two orphan guanines is
very small, thus, it does not play a role in stabilizing the dual-base
flipped-out conformation. In addition to the interactions listed in
Table 2, we find that a small number of hydrogen bonds (0.12) is also
formed between the base of G7 and the phosphate of C7′.

In the absence of stacking between the two orphan guanines (as
shown in Fig. 3 panels B and D), it is typical to find two hydrogen
bonds donated by one of the guanine bases to the sugar/phosphate
on the complementary strand. This is reasonable because the loss of
hydrophobic interaction is compensated by a gain of additional intra-
DNA hydrogen bond. In order to characterize the extent of the hydro-
phobic stacking interactions we plot in Fig. 4 the distribution of the
distance between the center of mass of the two guanine bases. The
distribution for the dual-base flipped-out case displays a pronounced
peak at 3.8 Å and a shoulder, with lower intensity, at around 5.0 Å. In
fact, the distances of the instantaneous conformation shown in Fig. 3A

Table 1
The change in the free energy of flipping-out the target cytosine C7′ under the three situ-
ations shown in Fig. 1. The results were extracted from the PMFs presented in Fig. 2 as the
difference between the value at the equilibrium flipped-in conformation (aroundθC7′≈0�)
and the value at the flipped-out conformation jθC7′ j ¼ �180� . All values are given in kJ/
mol.

Minor-groove Major-groove Average

ΔGunbound;mC6−in
bf−C7′ 46.3 ± 5.7 52.1 ± 3.5 49.2 ± 4.6

ΔGunbound;mC6−out
bf−C7′ 31.3 ± 4.6 35.1 ± 3.5 33.2 ± 4.1

ΔGbound;mC6−out
bf−C7′ 33.7 ± 4.3 37.3 ± 4.0 35.5 ± 4.2

Table 2
The average number of hydrogen bonds observed (for the unbound DNA double-helix)
between the two orphan guanine nucleotides, G7 and G6′, when both of the cytosines of
the CpG site, mC6 and C7′, are extra-helical. The contributions from the base, phosphate,
and sugar of each nucleotide are given separately.

G7 G6′ 〈N HB〉

Phosphate Base 0.38 ± 0.07
Base Phosphate 0.32 ± 0.06
Sugar Base 0.26 ± 0.08
Base Sugar 0.30 ± 0.07
Base Base 0.06 ± 0.01
Sugar Sugar b0.01
Nucleotide Nucleotide 1.32 ± 0.12
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and B represent these two peaks; they equal 3.8 Å and 5.2 Å, respective-
ly. Thus, the population of the conformation shown in Fig. 3 panels A
and C, in which the two guanines are stacked onto each other, is much
larger than that shown in panels B and D.

Fig. 4 also displays the distribution of the distance when both cyto-
sines are flipped-in (as in a normal B-DNA helix). In this case, the
distance between the two guanines is the largest because they are
both base-paired with their complementary cytosines. The distance

between G7 and G6′ gets smaller by about 0.4 Å when only one of the
cytosines is flipped-out, and by about 1.2 Å when both of the cytosines
are flipped-out, relative to that in a B-DNA structure.

The major peaks displayed in Fig. 4 for the two cases in which only
oneof the cytosines isflipped-out occur at the samedistance. In contrast
to the dual-base flipped-out conformation, here there are no hydrogen
bonds between any of the orphan bases and the backbone of the com-
plementary strand as well as no stacking interactions. Nevertheless,
for the case in which only mC6 is extra-helical, the orphan guanine
G6′ does forms (0.68) hydrogen bonds with the pyrimidine ring of a
neighboring base C5, however, this is on the expense of the Watson–
Crick hydrogen bonds of C5:G5′ base-pair (2.5 hydrogen bonds com-
pared with 3.1 when all nucleotides are intra-helical). For the case
in which C7′ is extra-helical, the orphan guanine G7 hardly forms
any intra-DNA hydrogen bonds (0.16). Thus, in the case in which only
one base is flipped-out the conformation of the DNA is likely to be too

G7
G7

G6’
G6’

BA

C

2.1

2.0

G6’

G7
D

G7

G6’

1.8

Fig. 3. Two types of interactions between the two orphan guanines, G7 and G6′, when both of their paired cytosines are extra-helical, for the simulations in which the DNA is free in
solution. In (A) the interaction between the two guanines (emphasized by ball and stick representation and different colors) is driven by hydrophobic stacking of their purine rings
and inter-strand hydrogen bonds between the NH2 group of G6′ and the oxygen of phosphate of G7. In (B) the interactions include predominantly two hydrogen bonds between one
of the guanines (G7) and the oxygens of the sugars on the complementary strand. The conformation shown in A is observed more often than that in B. In both cases, the DNA double-
helix underwent some rearrangements, relative to its B-form conformation, to render these interactions possible. In the lower panel, (C) and (D) display top views of the hydrogen
bonds arrangement and base-stacking snapshotted in (A) and (B), respectively. The numbers indicate the instantaneous hydrogen–acceptor distance in Å. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. The normalized distribution of the distance between the center of mass of the two
guanine bases in the CpG site (G7 and G6′) for unbound double-strandedDNAs. The graph
displays this distribution for all possible cases inwhich eachof the two cytosines (mC6and
C7′) is either flipped-in (F-In) or flipped-out (F-Out). (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
The change in the average number of hydrogen bonds between different groups for the
base-opening process of C7′ for the three systems studied. U and B denote unbound
(free in solution) and bound (to the protein UHRF1) double stranded DNA, respectively.

U:mC6-flipped-
in

U:mC6-flipped-
out

B:mC6-flipped-
out

Strand(A)–Strand(B) −3.5 ± 0.4 −1.7 ± 0.8 −3.3 ± 0.5
mC6pG7–C7′pG6′ −3.2 ± 0.1 −1.5 ± 0.6 −3.1 ± 0.1
mC6pG7 + C7′pG6′–SOL +5.1 ± 0.9 +1.8 ± 0.7 +6.3 ± 0.6
UHRF1–SOL – – +1.7 ± 0.1
UHRF1–DNA – – −1.0 ± 0.4
UHRF1–mC6pG7 + C7′pG6′ – – −1.0 ± 0.4
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rigid to allow excess stabilization as for the case of a dual-base flipped-
out state. Snapshots of two representative conformations in which only
one of the cytosines is flipped-out are shown in Fig. S2 in the Supporting
Information.

Note that when only C7′ is flipped-out, the center of mass distribu-
tion between G7 and G6′ shown in Fig. 4 (red curve) displays a shoulder
at around 6.0 Å. Analysis of the hydrogen bonds around and including
the orphan guanine, G7, did not reveal a different network than those
corresponding to the major peak at around 4.8 Å. However, we do
find that the conformation of the backbone is different in these two
cases. In particular, for conformations representing the major peak at
4.8 Å the χ-dihedral angle is in the (canonical) anti state, however,
the conformations representing the shoulder are characterized by
χ-dihedral that is in the syn state. The distributions of this backbone
dihedral are shown in Fig. S3 in the Supporting Information.

In Table 3 we calculate the change of the average number of hydro-
gen bonds for the process in which C7′ adopts an extra-helical confor-
mation. When mC6 is flipped-in for the DNA free in solution, and
when mC6 is flipped-out for the bound DNA, the number of hydrogen
bonds that are lost between the twoDNA strands is, as expected, around
3. And this readily arises from breaking the G7:C7′ base-pair. However,
when mC6 is flipped-out the corresponding number is only 1.7 (and
again the majority is represented by the changes of the hydrogen
bonding of the CpG site) because of the (1.44) intra-DNA hydrogen
bonds between the orphan guanines and the DNA backbone on the
complementary strand. When a paired base flips-out, it is expected
that six hydrogen bonds between the DNA and the solvent water mole-
cules will be formed. This is exactly the case for the boundDNA, howev-
er, in both cases in which the DNA is free in solution this number is
smaller. Calculating the change for each nucleotide in the CpG site
separately (data not shown) indicate that when mC6 is flipped-in, the
extra-helical C7′, as expected, adds three hydrogen bonds with the
surrounding water molecules. However, the corresponding change for
the orphan G7 is only 1.8. We conjecture this behavior to be due to
the limited ability of the bulk waters to enter the DNA duplex and
completely substitute the Watson–Crick hydrogen bonds. This incom-
plete solvation of the orphan base in the mC6 flipped-in conformation
is probably also true when mC6 is flipped-out in the unbound state.
Note however, that in the latter there is significant intra-DNA hydrogen
bonding involving G7 and G6′ (Table 2) which reduces the number of
potential sites on the bases that can hydrogen bond to the solvent.

Table 3 also displays the change in the number of hydrogen bonds
between the DNA and UHRF1 for the process of flipping C7′ out. When
bound to the DNA, the NKR domain of UHRF1 intrudes the double
helix and makes one hydrogen bond (via Asn489) with C7′. Obviously,
when C7′ flips-out this hydrogen bond is lost. However, this is partially
compensated by newly formed interactions between Asn489 and the
backbone atoms of C7′. In addition, the process of flipping-out C7′ also
triggers a loss of 0.5 hydrogen bonds between the active site of UHRF1
and the flipped-out mC6. In total, there is a loss of one hydrogen bond
between UHRF1 and DNA and the entire change comes from the inter-
action of the protein with the CpG site.

The weakened interaction between mC6 and UHRF1 is not obvious
because thebindingpocketwheremC6flips into is not in the immediate

vicinity of C7′ even when it is intra-helical and paired to G7. More
specifically, in two out of eight trajectories we observe that when C7′
is flipped-out, two water molecules enter the binding site and form
hydrogen bonds with N3 of mC6 and the protonated carboxyl oxygen
of Asp469, two groups that are hydrogen bonded to each other in the
flipped-in conformation. This intrusion of water molecules into the
binding site of the SRA domain is also observed in the mechanism by
which UHRF1 discriminates hemi-methylated from fully-methylated
CpG sites [49]. It is tempting to speculate that if the target cytosine to
be methylated by Dnmt1, C7′, flips-out while UHRF1 is still bound to
the DNA, this flipping process weakens the UHRF1–DNA interaction
and, therefore, can render dissociation easier.

Whether or not the UHRF1–DNA complex are weakened upon the
flip-out of C7′, there is a local stabilization of the dual-base flipped-out
conformation of the DNA via the establishment of bridged hydrogen
bonds of the CpG site with the NKR domain of the protein. When C7′
flips-out, the volume occupied by this base in its intra-helical conforma-
tion can be taken up by water molecules from the bulk. In Table 4 we
calculate the number of water molecules that are simultaneously
bound to the protein and the DNA. When considering the entire region
of the NKR domain of UHRF1 and the CpG site of the DNA, there are
about two water molecules that enter this interface. These waters sub-
stitute (at least partially) the hydrogen bonds that are lost when C7′
flips-out. One of these waters resides between the backbone carbonyl
of Asn489 and the oxygen (O6) of G7 whereas the second resides
between the NH2 of Asn489 and the phosphate group of G6′. For both
cases, we calculate the distance between these two groups. The profile
of the former does not display a large difference between the flipped-
in and flipped-out conformations of C7′, however, the latter does and
its distribution is shown in Fig. 5. In the extra-helical conformation the

Table 4
The number of watermolecules residing, as well as those forming bridged hydrogen bonds, between the protein (UHRF1) and the DNA. For the former, the values shown are the average
number of water molecules simultaneously bound (thus, within a distance of 4 Å) to any atom in a specified group of the protein (UHRF1) and a specified group of the DNA. In the last
column of each category, the change in the number of waters for the process offlipping C7′ is given. The CpG site includes the four nucleotides on both strands. The phosphate group of G6′
taken for the calculation includes also the two oxygens of the sugar groups attached to the phosphate atom.

UHRF1 DNA Bound waters Bridged HB

B:C7′-flipped-in B:C7′-flipped-out Δ B:C7′-flipped-in B:C7′-flipped-out Δ

NKR-domain CpG site 4.88 ± 0.07 6.81 ± 0.10 +1.93 ± 0.17 0.13 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.09 +0.52 ± 0.14
\C_O of Asn489 \O of G7 0.00 ± 0.00 0.94 ± 0.04 +0.94 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.02 +0.25 ± 0.02
\NH2 of Asn489 Phosphate of G6′ 0.17 ± 0.10 1.17 ± 0.05 +1.00 ± 0.15 0.04 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.06 +0.32 ± 0.08
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Fig. 5. The normalized distribution of the shortest distance between the oxygens of phos-
phate of G6′ and the \NH2 group of Asn489 of the NKR domain of UHRF1 for the bound
complex (thus, whenmC6 isflipped-out). The black curve is calculated for a conformation
in which C7′ is flipped-in whereas the red curve is for its flipped-out conformation. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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profile exhibits distances that are much shorter and two distinct peaks
appear at around 2 Å and 4 Å. The first is a result of direct hydrogen
bonds (average number of 0.2) donated from the NH2 group of
Asn489 to the oxygens surrounding the phosphate of G6′. The second
is a result of indirect hydrogen bonds, between these two groups,
bridged by a water molecule that enters the space previously occupied
by C7′. In Table 4 we also present the calculations of the number of
these water-bridged hydrogen bonds. It indicates that between the
NKR domain and the CpG site there is an increase of about 0.5 indirect
hydrogen bonds when C7′ flips out and this increase arises from the
two pairs of groups specified above. The combined effect of the increase
in the direct and water-bridged hydrogen bonds between the protein
and the DNA is likely to explain the stabilization of the flipped-out
conformation of C7′ in the bound state (i.e., in dual-base flipped-out
conformation) compared with the conformation in which only C7′ is
flipped-out in the unbound state. In Fig. 6, we display these two types
of water-bridged hydrogen bonds between Asn489 and G7 or the back-
bone of G6′. Note that in both cases, we also observed in few of the
trajectories additional bridged hydrogen bonds via twowatermolecules
(shown in Fig. 6).

Besides the changes described abovewe find that the behavior of the
backbone dihedral angles also displays some changes between the
flipped-in and flipped-out conformations of C7′. The most pronounced
difference appears for the γ dihedral of G7 where a substantial increase
in the non-canonical population is observed for the flipped-out confor-
mation (see Fig. S4 in the Supporting Information). Nevertheless, the as-
sociated dihedral angle, α, does not exhibit a significant difference.

4. Conclusions

In this work we examined the flipping-out process of a nucleotide in
an unbound DNA double helix when a neighboring base on the opposite
strand adopts either intra- or extra-helical conformation. We find, via
the construction of potentials of mean force, that the penalty for the
base-flipping is smaller when the nucleotide on the complementary
strand is also flipped-out. This smaller penalty is a result of stacking
interactions established between the two orphan bases and intra-DNA
hydrogen bonds one of the two orphan bases forms with the backbone
atoms of the complementary strand. We examined this dual base
flipping for a biologically relevant system, namely for flipping-out the
two cytosines in a hemi-methylated CpG. In this case, it is known that
the methyl-cytosine flips-out when it binds to the regulatory protein
UHRF1. The latter recruits Dnmt1 to methylate the target unmethylated
cytosine on the opposite strand, a reaction that also involves the
flipping-out of this cytosine. Nevertheless, it is not known whether the
flipping-out of these two cytosines are strictly sequential or whether
theflipped-out conformations can also exist simultaneously. Simulations

of flipping-out the target cytosine while the DNA is bound to UHRF1,
with themethyl-cytosine in an extra-helical conformation, also resulted
in a lower free energy penalty similar to the simulations for the un-
bound states. In this case, the asparagine in the NKR domain of UHRF1
forms direct and water-bridged hydrogen bonds with the orphan
guanines. This may suggest that the extra-helical conformation of the
methyl-cytosine can facilitate the flipping-out of the target cytosine to
be methylated.

Is this reduction in the penalty for base-flipping general and
sequence independent? We think that the ability of the two orphan
bases to form effective stacking interactions and to reach the backbone
on the complementary strand may require the size of purine bases.
Thus, we conjecture that the dual base-flipping of guanines or adenines
can exhibit qualitatively different behavior.
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Figure S1: The conformation of the DNA-UHRF1 complex at θC7′=89° that is responsible for the

local minimum observed in the minor-groove opening route (see Fig. 2). In this conformation, C7’

adopts an orientation that is parallel to the DNA double-helix axis and forms a hydrogen bond with

T9’ (both nucleotides are drawn by distinct colors and representation compared with the rest of the

DNA). The number indicated corresponds to the hydrogen–acceptor distance (in Å) averaged over

the entire data-collection segment of the trajectory at this value of the base-opening angle.
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Figure S2: Snapshots displaying the interactions associated with an orphan guanine when only one

of the cytosines is extra-helical for the simulations in which the DNA is free in solution. The atoms

of G7 and G6’ are emphasized by ball and stick representation. In (A) mC6 is flipped-out, and the

orphan G6’ forms two hydrogen bonds with C5 on the expense of C5:G5’ base-pairing (the G7–

G6’ center of mass distance is 4.7 Å). The numbers indicate the instantaneous hydrogen–acceptor

distance in Å. In (B) C7’ is flipped-out and there are no intra-DNA hydrogen bonds involving the

orphan G7 (G7–G6’ center of mass distance is 4.8 Å).
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Figure S3: The normalized distribution of the χ backbone dihedral angle (for purines it is defined

by the dihedral of O4’–C1’–N9–C4) of G7 for the unbound simulations in which C7’ is flipped-out.

For comparison, we display also the distribution of this angle for the B-form conformation of the

DNA in which all bases are flipped-in. Note that the canonical values of χ, as in B- and A-form

DNA, fall in the range of -90° to -180° corresponding to the anti-conformation. Occasionally, χ has

values in the range of -90° to +90°, referring to the syn-conformation.
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Figure S4: The normalized distribution of the (A) α (O3’–P–O5’–C5’) and (B) γ (O5’–C5’–C4’–

C3’) dihedral angles of G7 for the UHRF1-DNA bound complex simulations (thus, mC6 is extra-

helical) for conformations in which C7’ is either intra-helical or extra-helical.
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